Luxembourg, 06 July 2021

Colorful "Sumo" canvases to
further awaken the desire to
escape.
The continuation of the daring collaboration between Luxair and the street artist, Christian Pearson, alias Sumo,
can be admired since Friday 02 July, on the occasion of the reopening of the Luxair Lounge at Luxembourg
airport.
“Sumo” moves into the Luxair Lounge at Luxembourg Airport
The Luxair Lounge, at Luxembourg airport, has been decked by Sumo and a colorful experience, combining the
harmony and excellence of Luxair's know-how, with the dynamism and the originality of the artist, is offered to
customers. After the flying works of art, it is now time for the works of art hanging on the walls.

Six canvases in bright colors and positive messages, as usual by the Luxembourg artist, are now decorating the
Luxair Lounge at Luxembourg airport for the next few months. All these canvases and many more are on sale
and the attentive and multilingual staff of the Lounge will be happy to provide all the necessary information on
Sumo's works, for those who wish to decorate their interiors with Sumo compositions.

In July 2020, Luxair and Sumo joined forces for an ambitious makeover project. The artist had expressed his
creativity through two new white canvases, a Boeing 737-800, registration LX-LGU, and a De Havilland Q400,
registration LX-LQA. This worthy representative of contemporary art in Luxembourg, had marked the dynamic
relaunch of the airline and together with Luxair, gave customers a unique experience, mixing art and travel, by
creating the first flying art galleries.
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Reopening of the Lounge at Luxembourg airport
Following a few months of closure to deal with the spread of Covid-19, the Luxair Lounge reopened its doors to
customers on Friday, July 02, in strict compliance with the measures put in place by the authorities.

The Lounge offers a top-of-the-range service with exclusive services, to Business Class passengers and Miles
& Mores Senator or HON Circle members, because a pleasant journey does not begin on board, but from the
very arrival at the departure airport.

A moment of relaxation at Luxembourg airport, in the bright, welcoming and spacious Lounge, observing the
artist's paintings overflowing with statements, slogans, patterns and colors, to optimize the journey of travelers
and offer them a maximum possibilities before boarding, while enjoying a pleasant and functional layout. The
space combines modernity, comfort and elegance.

Luxair’s chefs prepare the new summer 2021 Business Class menus
At the start of summer, gastronomy is making a big comeback on board as well. In addition to access to the
Luxair Lounge, Business Class passengers can taste and discover, during their flight, the new gastronomic
menus developed by the LuxairServices Catering chefs.

In a philosophy of continuous improvement, Luxair decided to develop its catering concept in Business Class
and entrusted its development to her chefs. New recipes, conceptualized and produced by Luxair, combine
traditional Luxembourg know-how with predominantly local products, presented in Villeroy & Boch tableware,
which highlights the national identity, for an even more unique travel experience.

Click on this link to download 5 photos: three photos of the Sumo exhibition at the Lounge, a photo of the recipe
"Pork loin, sweet potato sticks, baby courgette and yellow carrot, meat juice with rosemary" and a photo of the
recipe "Guinea fowl filet with pistachios, millefeuille of celery and potato vitelotte, spring vegetables, meat sauce
with savory".
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